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As of the end of October, the miracle vaccine that was supposed to save us all a
normal lives has killed (https://openvaers.com/covid-data) over 17,619 America
86,542 to the hospital, at least according to the US government official website
things. If things continue at this rate, we will see over 22,000 deaths by the end
be pointed out that these numbers are actually low-end estimates. Before we g
though, how do these numbers compare to other vaccines? Maybe these are ju
expected.
The Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) is used for all vaccines,
vaccines. It was started in 1990 to provide a way to track and identify early ind
with vaccines. In the 32 years of its existence, there have been a total of 26,680
all vaccines, or 9,061 total deaths from all other vaccines besides the Covid vac
280 deaths per year for all other vaccines combined. Given that there are now
vaccines tracked in the database, the number of deaths attributable to any vac
except for the Covid vaccines.
https://100percentfedup.com/the-deadliest-vaccine-ever/
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Not MENU
even a 
year

In just ten months, the number of deaths attributable to the Covid vaccines is a
annual number for all other vaccines. By the end of the year, that factor will lik
times. Does this bother anyone?
Trending: James O’Keefe: “10 FBI Agents... handcuffed me and threw me agains
partially clothed in front of my neighbors.” [VIDEO] (https://100percentfedup.c
10-f bi-agents-handcuffed-me-and-threw-me-against-the-hallway-partially-c
my-neighbors-video/)
Vaccine proponents, including from within our own government, have attempt
discredit these numbers. They often claim that since the VAERS system is volu
sorts of false reports in the system so the numbers are unreliable. Aside from t
VAERS report is time-consuming and requires filling out a rather extensive for
false report:
“Knowingly filing a false VAERS report is a violation of Federal law (18 U.S. Code
by fine and imprisonment.”

(https://www.mypillow.com/fedup/)
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As a consequence,
it is unlikely that any significant number of VAERS reports a

MENU 

death reports which can be traced back to actual death certificates. Attempts t
data constitute misinformation.

How dangerous is it?
I suggested that the numbers reported in VAERS might actually be low-end est
(https://openvaers.com/images/r18hs017045-lazarus-final-report-20116.pdf)
assess the effectiveness of the VAERS system. The conclusion was that since th
voluntary, the number of events reported significantly undercounted the actua
According to the report, fewer than 1% of adverse events are reported. That m
number of events, including deaths and hospitalizations could be 100 times or
reported.
The CDC reports (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covid-data/c
that as of October 27, there have been 740,348 Covid deaths in the US. If the nu
vaccine deaths is just 40 times that of the number of VAERS deaths reported, th
count would be equal to the total number of reported Covid deaths. In other w
dying from the vaccine is likely equal to or greater than that of dying from the
The situation is not limited to the US. The UK has a system similar to VAERS ca
system. The UK publishes a periodic report
(https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-vaccin
reactions/coronavirus-vaccine-summary-of-yellow-card-reporting) of vaccin
They repeatedly point out that adverse reactions might be merely coincidental
the vaccine, but such disclaimers appear to be politically required. While repor
are somewhat different from those of the US, at least one researcher found tha
Covid vaccines was 28 times (https://ukfreedomproject.org/covid-19-vaccines
analysis/) higher than for the flu vaccines.
advertisement - story continues below
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Comparable results turn up worldwide from Israel – one of the most jabbed co
to Ireland and wherever the vaccines are used. It is often difficult, though, to g
vaccine-associated deaths. One reason is that the death may occur hours to da
so that it is difficult to attribute the death to the vaccine. Of greater concern is
be a deliberate blackout of reporting on adverse reactions to the Covid vaccine

Is it worth it?
The vaccine advocates like to talk about how the unvaccinated are two, five, th
to get severe Covid symptoms or even die. But where do these numbers origin
The problem lies with the high recovery rates of Covid infections. The differen
and unvaxxed are small – around 99.7% vs 99.5%. What this means is that if on
confirmed cases each for vaxxed and unvaxxed, 3 vaxxed will die, while 5 unvax
would suggest that there is a 5/3 advantage for vaccination. However, take two
1,000 each, and you might get 2 vaxxed deaths and 3 unvaxxed, or 6 vaxxed and
to get reliable statistics and good estimates of efficacy, one might need to get 1
each group. For high survival rate situations, there is large uncertainty in estim
very large numbers of samples are collected.
Until the most recent months, there weren’t enough vaxxed to make good estim

https://100percentfedup.com/the-deadliest-vaccine-ever/
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Now,MENU
though,

things have changed, including most of the assumptions and mea
support the initial vaccine arguments. As I pointed out in a previous article
(https://thebluestateconservative.com/2021/09/11/making-sense-of-covid-c
delta-and-demographics/), before June, the dominant variant was the Alpha o
version of the virus. Since June (https://ourworldindata.org/explorers/corona
zoomToSelection=true&time=2020-0301..latest&facet=none&pickerSort=asc&pickerMetric=location&Metric=Delta+v
the Delta variant has taken over. Prior to June, there were relatively few people
of the cases were in the unvaxxed.
The vaccines that were tailored for the original Covid variant were no longer v
the new Delta form. Deaths from infections were greatly reduced because peo
effective therapies such as Ivermectin, despite FDA disapproval. Significantly, f
people started showing up with “breakthrough” cases in numbers growing to e
unvaxxed. Deaths for the vaxxed also climbed to exceed those of the unvaxxed

The official story
CDC and others are still claiming vaccines work and are superior to the natura
from recovery. A recent study (https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/70/wr/
H.pdf) cited in a recent CDC release maintains that vaccines are over twice as
immunity, although in the discussion section, the authors point out a few of se
research that might lead to significantly different results. One issue is that mos
prior to June when vaccines were actually working to some degree.
advertisement - story continues below
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The CDC has been playing with the statistics for a long time. From March of 20
mandated that all death reports where Covid was present or suspected be repo
death, to most recent manipulations of vaccine efficacy and breakthrough infe
CDC has been providing misinformation and even disinformation to support va
example, on its webpage (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vacci
events.html) describing adverse events, it calculates the rate of vaccination dea
number of doses.
But people die, not doses, and the vaccines require people to get two doses for
sometimes three or more. Consequently, the rate they calculate is probably les
rate. Further, they report only 9,000 deaths resulting from vaccination, while V
17,000 in the same period. They claim to use the same data, but for some reaso
almost half the relevant deaths.
All this serves to make it appear that vaccination deaths are less common than
They even call the 9,000+ deaths “rare” even though that number of deaths alo
greater than the total annual deaths from all other vaccines.
To add insult to injury, the use of an experimental drug requires that any recip
provided with full information regarding known or suspected side effects and a
This is called “informed consent”. The official CDC guidance
(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/pdfs/321466A_FS_What_Expect_COVID-19_Vax_Final_12.13.20.pdf) does not even list de
serious adverse reactions observed. Instead, it minimizes any side effects as te
Moreover, when discussing legal requirements for informed consent, a CDC we
(https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/imz-managers/laws/index.html) explicitly st
“There is no Federal requirement for informed consent relating to immunizatio
https://100percentfedup.com/the-deadliest-vaccine-ever/
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However,
there are Federal laws
MENU 
(https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/CFRSearch.cfm?
require informed consent as part of the Emergency Use Authorization given by
Covid vaccines. This statement by the CDC must be considered disinformation
and deceive the public.



Are the vaxxed safe?
Many who received the vaccines and who survived the experience consider the
Not so!
There is an effect (https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40259-021-0049
Vaccine-Associated Enhanced Viral Disease (VAED). At least two pathologies fa
Antibody-Dependent Enhancement (ADE), and Vaccine-Associated Hypersensi
of concern with the Covid vaccines.
ADE reactions can be severe, even to the point of death. Essentially, the vaccin
system to overreact to a subsequent infection. The infection does not have to b
as the one to which the vaccine is directed. ADE has been suggested as the me
breakthrough infections that are currently being observed.
VAH has been observed with measles vaccines, and may also be present after a
Covid vaccines. Like ADE, this condition may also be fatal and may occur at som
the future, including months or even years after vaccination. The disruption of
by the vaccines is long-lasting even if their effectiveness against the original pa
Two recent articles here (https://theexpose.uk/2021/10/27/fully-vaccinateddie-than-unvaccinated/) and here (https://theexpose.uk/2021/10/26/the-uk
data-does-not-support-the-claims-made-for-covid-19-vaccine-safety-effecti
presented an analysis of data from the UK system that suggested for some age
were the vaccines ineffective, they actually had negative efficacy values, meani
infection, making vaccinated people more susceptible to infection and more lik
unvaccinated.

You must be kidding me.
https://100percentfedup.com/the-deadliest-vaccine-ever/
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During
the recent FDA hearings to consider approval of the Covid vaccines for
MENU 
least one of the participants essentially said that we don’t really know what eff
have on children, so we should approve their use for children so we can find ou
let’s turn our children into lab rats and experiment on them just like we did on



Who benefits?
This could also be called “follow the money”, although money is not the only re
vaccine mandates. The companies producing the vaccines, especially including
benefitted not only from direct sales of their vaccines but also from increased
resulting from investor recognition of the value of a large and captive market f
Various authorities have enjoyed large increases in their power by being able to
authoritarian acts as necessary to public health. Some have even exploited the
transform or eliminate fundamental freedoms throughout society, bringing the
social control closer to fruition.

What now?
It is imperative that if we wish to retain the freedoms we have enjoyed until rec
the vaccine mandates, the vaccine passports, the inhumane treatment of those
vaccination, and the dehumanization of objectors. It should be clear from this a
others across the world, that the current press for mass vaccinations has little
public health, and everything to do with power and money. There are few good
current push for vaccinations and many bad ones.
In typical authoritarian fashion, Mr. Biden says he is losing patience with peopl
get vaccinated. I would say that we the people are losing patience with Mr. Bid
It is time to just say “no”.

Let’s Go, Brandon.
David Robb is a regular contributor to The Blue State Conservative and a pract
has been working in the industry for over 50 years. One of his specialties is ask
questions. A large part of his work over the years has involved making complex
and understandable to non-specialists. Sometimes he even succeeds.
https://100percentfedup.com/the-deadliest-vaccine-ever/
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Dot Gill • 3 days ago

I agree, Those unvaccinated should stay that way. I am vaccinated and admit I am sorry I got the jab.
greed of of the Biden Administration putting the fear of God into people. This is one way of keeping th
truly happening. There are more deaths from the vaccinated than from the unvaxed. There should be
the Administration has overreached with its mandates. It is our bodies and we should not be forced to
bring us harm. IT IS THE PEOPLE'S CHOICE not the governments.
9△

▽ • Reply • Share ›
Tom Taylor > Dot Gill • 3 days ago • edited

The number of actual COVID cases far exceeds the number of confirmed cases as reported by
January of 2020 with a headache for 3 days. This is before anyone knew what it was. Unfortun
been vaccinated and some have died despite unknowingly having already acquired a natural im
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›
Dot Gill > Tom Taylor • 3 days ago

Tom, I may be wrong, but I equate this so called pandemic as one having a case of viral
no vaccines, but people survived it anyway. This is to do with politics not worrying abo
thing the radicals care about is money and power.
1△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Dolly > Dot Gill • 3 days ago

Go to and watch Dr Brian Ardis - Treatments, advice, and prophylactics for COVID-19, on Brig
information.
Also on Brighteon watch Dr. Brian Ardis warns America approaching ONE MILLION DEATH
ventilator homicide I pray this helps.
1△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

kramerrx • 3 days ago

BEST PART OF THE WHOLE ARTICLE.
It is imperative that if we wish to retain the freedoms we have enjoyed until recently, we must resist t
vaccine passports, the inhumane treatment of those who decline vaccination, and the dehumanization
clear from this article, as from many others across the world, that the current press for mass vaccinat
protecting public health, and everything to do with power and money. There are few good reasons for
vaccinations and many bad ones.
In typical authoritarian fashion, Mr. Biden says he is losing patience with people who don’t want to ge
we the people are losing patience with Mr. Biden’s autocratic ways. It is time to just say “no”.
LETS GO BRANDON!!
7△

▽ • Reply • Share ›
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Othinus54 • 3 days ago
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Way more have died from the so called Vaccines and there have not been over 700,000 deaths from C
5△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

dinmi • 2 days ago • edited

I personally know 5 people that have passed away ranging in age from early 40s to late 70s. I know pe
shingles so bad they were almost hospitalized, others with sepsis infections. The one the has frightene
that got the shot and within 12 hours he indicated he could feel his blood running through his veins a
can't do anything about it and at the age of 52 went from healthy no underlying health condition to di
had strokes, one person that has developed a nerve condition/allergy that anything other than water t
blisters and extreme pain. That is just the people in my small town and from work that I know. I almo
take the jab and when a friend told me about the mutual acquaintance and him now being on disabili
going to be the better option. I can't imagine living like that or with after effects of a stroke stroke, hea
enough to be alive.
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

1jasonfarley1 • 2 days ago

'ADE reactions can be severe, even to the point of death.'
According to America's NIH website there was supposed to be a separate distinct warning given for th
has been completely ignored.
From NIH article PMID: 33113270 (emphasis added):
"Conclusions drawn from the study and clinical implications: The specific and significant COVID-19 r
and should be prominently and independently disclosed to research subjects currently in vaccine tria
recruited for the trials and future patients after vaccine approval, in order to meet the medical ethics
comprehension for informed consent."
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Bennie Sprouse • 3 days ago

Would it surprise anyone to find out that the "delta variant" is INCLUDED in the "vaccine" or ACTUA
PRESIDENT TRUMP was doing all he could to protect us, but I bet he would not be mandating the ja
halted the use due to all the adverse effects!
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Greebo • 3 days ago

When the government insists upon injecting ALL citizens with an UNTESTED (by the heretofore stan
gene therapy (that the inventor says is NOT ready for Prime time), and they must change the definitio
a "vaccine", you should understand that something is WRONG. There has NOT been time for the long
even if the producers of these injections did do proper testing. Who would take the huge risk of inject
an unknown? More important is WHY would the risk all those lives?
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Eye of Horus • 3 days ago

Johns Hopkins has listed the survivability rate (no vax) is around 98.7%. Still don't see the necessity o
12 000 to 52 000 die from the yearly flu every year when 9 million to 41 million contract it each year
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2 △ ▽• Reply
MENU

• Share ›

2smartforlibs • 3 days ago

The only facts that have been published about the WuFlu have come from overseas. UK, India, Indon
much more reliable that the US propaganda machine.
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Albert J • 3 days ago

In just 8 months the Wuhan FauxChi Vaxes have killed twice as many Americans as Swine Flu. And w
ADE, out of control cancers and heart damages deaths yet.
1△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

sickandtired • 3 days ago

Why are some numbers over estimated, others under, and others ignored or hidden.....because they n
this vaccine (let month's or todays definition) have effected many more than we know (may never kno
misinformation...when everything they report is misinformation....aka LIES.....Joe and friends fit in w
deadliest...but only you and I know it and our closet friends...thanks Patty...good article
1△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Jan_in_NH • 3 days ago

It will become apparant very soon that only the unvaxed will be able to give blood or donate organs.
1△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Silas Longshot • 3 days ago

Fauci Fallacy & the Wuhan flu
https://survivingurbancrisi...
It's an obedience game.
https://tv.gab.com/channel/...
1△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Ken Griffeth • 20 hours ago

Excellent report on information we have not (at least I have not) seen. Time for our few honest media
spreading the information so that the public is aware.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
B. Bunny • a day ago

People pushing the vaccine mandates are guilty of crimes against nature and ARE CRIMINALS.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
KW65 • 2 days ago

"....the miracle vaccine that was supposed to save us all and let us return to normal lives has killed ove
over 86,542 to the hospital, at least according to the US government official website for recording suc
Check it quick if you want to see it for yourself! That sucker will be coming down soon!!
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• Reply
MENU
△ ▽ 

• Share ›

Factualizer • 3 days ago

The statement "has killed over 17,619 Americans" is an error. The author needs to flip the switch at th
VAERS COVID Reports" to "US/Territories/Unknown" The number is 8,284 people killed by the vac
government via mRNA treatments. It's call journalism people.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
4Him • 3 days ago

The UK funeral director also nailed it!!
https://rumble.com/vmvgb3-f...

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Othinus54 > 4Him • 3 days ago

Funeral directors are the ones who really know.
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

rottenrollin • 3 days ago

Seems like if VAERS is skewed due it's pain in the butt to use, it's gonna be skewed to the low side of r
problems.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Mad Conservative • 3 days ago • edited

Why didn't my original message post?!?!?!?

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Mad Conservative • 3 days ago

...and why the hell isn't my message posted?! WHAT APPROVAL?!

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
ArmUpAmerica Ban#7 > Mad Conservative • 3 days ago

approval that you're not posting a thought crime ;-)

⛺
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▽ • Reply • Share ›
Mad Conservative > ArmUpAmerica Ban#7 • 3 days ago • edited

Try THIS one:

⛺

LOL, yeah, I stole it from you!
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Othinus54 > Mad Conservative • 3 days ago

You must have typed one of the forbidden words.
1△

✉
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HERE WE GO! Democrat NJ Senate President Refuses To Concede To R
Driver Who Unseated Him...Claims “12,000 ballots were recently found
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WATCH: Virginia’s First Black Lt. Gov Winsome Sears Gives Badass Ac
Speech...Woke CNN and MSNBC Ignore Her (https://100percentfedup.
virginias-first-black-lt-gov-winsome-sears-gives-badass-acceptance-s
and-msnbc-ignore-her/)
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James O’Keefe: “10 FBI Agents...
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against the hallway... partially
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[VIDEO]
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BREAKING: FL Governor Ron
DeSantis Announces His Decision
About Whether He Will Run For
Reelection
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Ball Game? Witness Admitted He
Pointed His Loaded Glock At
Rittenhouse Before He Shot
Him...But Wait...There’s More!!!
[VIDEO]
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Chrysler) Employees Join
“Hundreds of Thousands” In
Nationwide 3-Day Protest Against
Forced Vaccinations [VIDEO]
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